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TeamBuy.ca | $12 for a $24 Mouthwatering Buffet Lunch for 2 or
Dinner Buffet for 1 from Woo Buffet Restaurant at Yonge & Dundas
Sunday, October 28 2012, 2:43 PM

$12 for a $24 Mouthwatering Buﬀet Lunch for 2 or Dinner Buﬀet for 1 from Woo Buﬀet
Restaurant at Yonge & Dundas
679

53

126

+ More

‹

Highlights
Enjoy a mouth-watering dinner for 1 or buffet lunch
for 2 people!
One of the city's largest outdoor patios overlooking
Yonge-Dundas Square.
Five-Star dining experience.
Upscale downtown restaurant with sweeping views
of the skyline.
Fusion of traditional Asian fare with contemporary
menu items.

›

Buy Details
Includes your choice of the lunch buffet for 2 people OR dinner
buffet for 1 person.
Limit 4 per person. Max 4 per table (4 adults for dinner - 8 for
lunch MAX). Others may be gifted. Valid any day of the week.
Walk-ins not accepted on Fridays and Saturdays â€“ reservations
required or voucher will not be honoured. Taxes and gratuity not
included. Please tip on the pre-discounted value of the buffet
Expiry Date: November 30th 2011

About
The best part of eating from a buffet is the confidence that comes from knowing that no one will judge you for going back
for seconds, fourths, or even sixths. Stake out the perfect all-you-can-eat position with today's TeamBuy: $12 for a buffet
lunch for 2 OR dinner buffet for one from Woo Buffet Restaurant and Lounge.
Nestled atop the bustling Yonge and Dundas square in the epicentre of Toronto, the breathtaking view of the city skyline
from the Woo gallery pairs perfectly with the absolutely remarkable menu creations. A stunning combination of steel,
glass, and appropriately placed decorations accentuates the five star Woo atmosphere, leaving you comfortable and
feeling gratified at this upscale Toronto restaurant. Sitting on one of the city's largest outdoor patios,, enjoy the fusion of
traditional Asian fare with contemporary menu items that are sure to cater to even the pickiest of palates. The self-serve
style atmosphere at Woo will leave you swooning over your piled plates of delicate dishes. Menu items include Steamed
Crab Legs and a wide assortment of hand rolled sushi and sashimi to compliment a rather extensive drink list that can
also be found at Woo. Remember, today's deal is good for either the lunch or dinner buffet.
The Woo buffet is open for LUNCH 7 days a week from 11:30 AM to 3 PM and DINNER on Monday to Thursday
from 5 PM to 10 PM and Friday to Sunday 5 PM to 11 PM.

Company

Reviews
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Woo Buffet Restaurant and
Lounge
Website
416.977.9966 â€Ž
10 Dundas St E
Toronto, Ontario, M5B 2G9

"With unmatched patio views, a
chic modern interior lounge and
private dining room, this is a
young, urban environment-and
one that does not alienate
anyone. A sampling of Asia is to
be discovered here through the
panoply of flavours prepared."
DineTO

Map Data  Terms of Use

"The restaurant is very upscale in
design and layout and the view, if
you happen to get a window
seat, is priceless."
Urbanspoon Reviewer

Questions?
View This Deal's Q&A (57)
Call The Merchant: 416.977.9966 â
€Ž
See our FAQ
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LAST CHANCE: $45 for a 1-Night
Niagara Stay + Dining & Casino
Vouc

LAST CHANCE: $79 for a 7-Inch
Vortex A13 Android 4.0 Tablet

50% Off Tickets to See Buena Vista
Social Club Presents Eliades Ochoa

$20 for 12 Oral B Compatible
Toothbrushes

LAST CHANCE: $249 for the KR2000 Portable Vibration Fitness
System
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$10 for $20 Worth of FrenchCaribbean Food from Le Ti Colibri

$30 for a Pre-Loaded 290 Chip
Power Card

LAST CHANCE: $24 for a 24-Piece
Professional Make-up Brush Set

$10 for $20 in TeamBucks

Up to 28% Off Cirque du Soleil's
Amaluna in Toronto

LAST CHANCE: $95 for a Pair of
Authentic Ray-Ban® Wayfarer®

$10 for a Pair of Fold Over Yoga
Capri Pants
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